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The EDS Text is the most recent addition to the Mindset Detector Family.  

The Text system simplifies fault handling and enriches user experience using natural 

language processing abilities. With our text system, you will be able to receive 

information regarding your water system from consumers, contractors, and utility 

workers, get a visual of the messages on top of a google map, with relation to 

location address or station, and enter notes of your own into the software.  
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The EDS Text system, as the EDS itself, is constructed of three components: 

server, client and mobile application. All of the above work in synergy to 

provide the user a comfortable display of the system messages. The messages 

are received from the Client or Mobile interface (or an external system to the 

customer’s request) and stored in the DB server. They are later processed and 

analyzed into location and severity categories.   
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The EDS Text Server has several responsibilities. It is responsible for 

translating the message location into map coordinates and sorting the 

message category into severity levels. After that, the EDS Text server uses the 

description of the message and compares it to words in the Server Dictionary.  

The Server Dictionary is constructed of past messages saved in the system, 

classified by problem type and severity.   The Server uses the data gathered 

above to determine the action needed, whether this problem requires 

intervention or notification of the staff. 

 

 

The Server identifies if a group of messages is linked to the same problem and 

combines them into one message. It also ties the messages into pending 

problems or events in the network stations and updates the EDS accordingly. 
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Picture 2: Map Display 

Picture 1: Messages List 
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The EDS Text client interface is integrated into the EDS Desktop Client interface. 

The messages can be displayed on top of the Clients map, and filters by severity 

and timestamp. The user can enter a new message, watch previous messages, 

close messages or produce periodic reports of the messages in the system. The 

user can also update the Server’s dictionary with proper privileges. 
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The mobile application is very similar to the Desktop client. It provides the user 

the options to see the messages on top of a map, to add new messages, and 

observe, Edit and close existing messages. The user can also edit the Server 

dictionary. 
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Picture 4: Add Message 

Picture 5: Phone Map 
Picture 6: Messages List 
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